
 

Subject: Limited Availability! Enhance Live Coverage and Sponsor Exposure with Rennview Onboard 

Cameras at Spa Euro Race on June 3rd and 4th, 2023 

 

Dear Teams and Organizers 

I am thrilled to inform you that we have a limited number of available units of our state-of-the-art 

Rennview onboard cameras for the upcoming Spa Euro Race on June 3rd and 4th, 2023. These units 

will be offered on a first-come, first-served basis, providing a unique opportunity to enhance your 

live coverage and increase sponsor exposure. 

 

Benefits of Rennview Onboard Camera Rental: 

 

• Immersive and Engaging Coverage: Our onboard cameras will be mixed frequently into the 

main live stream during production, allowing viewers to experience the race from various 

thrilling perspectives. The series commentators will actively discuss the drivers, providing 

them with increased exposure and creating a more engaging viewing experience for fans.  

 

• Enhanced Sponsor and Partner Exposure: By featuring sponsor logos and branding on the 

onboard camera footage, you can maximize the exposure of your sponsors and partners. 

The dynamic shots captured by our high-quality cameras will showcase their support, 

delivering significant visibility during the live broadcast. 

 

• Showcase Team Drivers: Our advanced stabilization technology ensures that every detail and 

maneuver by your team drivers is captured with precision. This exceptional footage will be 

showcased prominently during the live stream, enabling fans to appreciate the skills and 

actions of your talented drivers. 

 

Rental Service Details: 

 

• Limited Availability: Due to the high demand for our onboard cameras, we have limited units 

available for the Spa Euro Race on June 3rd and 4th, 2023. Secure your rental promptly to 

ensure your team benefits from this unique opportunity.  

 



 

• Price per Unit with Two Cameras: The rental cost for each unit, equipped with two cameras 

(one facing the front windshield outwards and the second one facing the driver), is 1200 

euros for the entire weekend. This price includes installation, removal, unlimited data 

consumption and stream time, and a copy of the recorded footage from both cameras, 

which can be provided upon request after the event. 

 

To secure your rental units or to inquire further about our Rennview onboard cameras, please 

contact us at: +49 1754118295 or office@rennview.com . Our dedicated team is available to provide 

you with all the necessary information and assist you in enhancing your live coverage.  

 

We are excited about the possibility of collaborating with you and contributing to the success of 

your broadcasts at the Spa Euro Race. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Mélissa Boyet 

Sales manager 

RennView GmbH  

 

office@rennview.com 

www.rennview.com 
Cell : +49 1754118295 

 

Rennview GmbH 

Registration ID : HRB 28167 – VAT ID : DE325044460 

Drötscherstr. 22, 56727 Mayen – Germany 
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